Background: Many vector-borne diseases co-circulate, as the viruses from the same family are also transmitted by the same vector species. For example, Zika and dengue viruses belong to the same Flavivirus family and are primarily transmitted by a common mosquito species Aedes aegypti. Zika outbreaks have also commonly occurred in dengue-endemic areas, and co-circulation and co-infection of both viruses have been reported. As recent immunological cross-reactivity studies have confirmed that convalescent plasma following dengue infection can enhance Zika infection, and as global efforts of developing dengue and Zika vaccines are intensified, it is important to examine whether and how vaccination against one disease in a large population may affect infection dynamics of another disease due to antibody-dependent enhancement. Methods: Through a conceptual co-infection dynamics model parametrized by reported dengue and Zika epidemic and immunological cross-reactivity characteristics, we evaluate impact of a hypothetical dengue vaccination program on Zika infection dynamics in a single season when only one particular dengue serotype is involved. Results: We show that an appropriately designed and optimized dengue vaccination program can not only help control the dengue spread but also, counter-intuitively, reduce Zika infections. We identify optimal dengue vaccination coverages for controlling dengue and simultaneously reducing Zika infections, as well as the critical coverages exceeding which dengue vaccination will increase Zika infections.
Background
Our conceptual modelling study is motivated by the observation that several vectorborne diseases (or several serotypes of the same disease) may share the same vector species, and convalescent plasma following infection of one disease (or one serotype) can enhance the infection to another disease (or another serotype). We wish to address the following hypothetical issue: if a vaccine product for one particular disease (or a particular serotype) becomes available and if the aforementioned antibody-dependent enhancement does occur, is there an optimal vaccine coverage that can control the outbreak of the particular disease while simultaneously contributing to the control of other diseases (or serotypes) in the presence of antibody enhancement.
Our conceptual model formulation is guided by Zika outbreaks in dengue endemic areas. Dengue fever is caused by any of four closely related viruses or serotypes (DENV 1, DENV 2, DENV 3, DENV 4) and is transmitted between people by Aedes aegypti mosquitoes which are found throughout the world. Today about 2.5 billion people live in areas where there is a risk of dengue transmission with 50-100 million infections yearly, including 500,000 dengue hemorrhagic fever (DHF) cases and 22,000 deaths [1] [2] [3] . The antigenic differences among four serotypes are so great that robust immunity to one conferred by recovery from infection does not confer immunity to the others. Instead, previous exposure to one serotype increases the risk of severe disease after infection by a second serotype, the phenomenon of antibody-dependent enhancement (ADE) [4] [5] [6] . Studies based on modeling multiple DENV strains indicate that preexisting antibodies can significantly affect the dengue viral dynamics and disease transmission [7] [8] [9] . The cross-reactivity and ADE have been imposing substantial challenges for the development of an ideal dengue vaccine since it needs to balance protective response against all four serotypes. This is illustrated by the experience of the first dengue vaccine, Dengvaxia produced by Sanofi Pasteur, that was approved for use in six countries [10] , and WHO published the recommendations of the Strategic Advisory Group of Experts (SAGE) on Immunization on the use of Dengvaxia in May 2016. However, following the disclosure to WHO of additional data by Sanofi Pasteur, WHO initiated a process engaging independent external experts [11] , and this process led to revised recommendations from SAGE on April 18 of 2018.
Zika virus (ZIKV), also a member of the Flavivirus family, was first isolated from a rhesus monkey in the Zika forest of Uganda in 1947 [12] . The first severe ZIKV outbreak occurred on Yap Island in the North Pacific in 2007 [13] . In 2013-2014, large-scale ZIKV outbreaks were reported on other Pacific islands, including French Polynesia, New Caledonia, Easter Island, and Cook Island [14, 15] . After being transmitted to Brazil in 2015 [16] , ZIKV was subsequently spread to other countries and territories in the Americas, and was estimated to become a potential threat to countries in Europe [17] , Africa and the Asia-Pacific region [18, 19] . By December 29 of 2016, 48 countries and territories in the Americas had confirmed autochthonous vector-borne transmission of ZIKV disease with more than 520,000 suspected cases [20] . Though non-vector borne transmission such as sexual transmission [21] and vertical transmission [22] has been reported, ZIKV is primarily transmitted by the bite of infected Aedes aegypti mosquitoes, the same mosquito species that transmits dengue viruses.
Since ZIKV outbreaks usually occurred in areas where dengue was endemic, cocirculation and coinfection of dengue and Zika has been reported [23, 24] , and since there is evidence that immunological cross-reactivity occurs between dengue and Zika and the ADE of dengue viruses can enhance Zika infections [25] [26] [27] , it is natural to ask whether and how dengue vaccine (when available) utilization in a population impacts Zika infection dynamics [28, 29] .
A previous study [30] reported that dengue vaccine may increase Zika infections. This study was based on the assumption of a very high effective vaccine coverage rate. Since the effective vaccine rate is the vaccine coverage rate times the vaccine efficacy while the vaccine efficacy of existing vaccine candidates is moderate, the effective vaccine rate is moderate in real settings. Hence, it is natural to ask if a large-scale use of DENV vaccine with moderate effective vaccine rate feasible in real settings would increase the likelihood of ZIKV outbreak and lead to a larger number of ZIKV infections in the population. Our analysis provides a negative answer to this question, so we are led to ask if there is an optimal DENV vaccine coverage rate with which the dengue vaccination program not only controls the dengue transmission but also reduces ZIKV infections.
The main objective of this study is to address this question through a deterministic model for the coinfection of DENV and ZIKV among mosquitos and humans. We perform intensive simulations on a wide range of the basic reproduction numbers of dengue and Zika reported from different areas in the world, and show that under a wide range of circumstances, the use of a dengue vaccine in the population can be designed to not only help control the dengue outbreak but also, counter-intuitively, reduce Zika infections. We remark that this conclusion is based on a hypothetical dengue vaccine being used in a population in a dengue epidemic area with a particular serotype.
Methods
All our mathematical analyses and numerical simulations are based on the model described in Fig. 1 which is formulated in system (1)-(2) with parameters illustrated in Table 1 . In particular, the mosquito population N m is divided into compartments of susceptible, infected with dengue only, infected with Zika only, infected with both dengue and Zika, and their population densities are respectively denoted by S m , I md , I mz , I mdz .
In particular, the model equations for the mosquito population are given by
where is the recruitment rate of mosquitoes, μ is the mosquito mortality rate, and c is the mosquito daily biting rate. {η i } i=d,z is the human to mosquito transmission probability of disease i per contact. Specifically, during a contact between a susceptible mosquito and a co-infected human, the probability of the mosquito getting contaminated by dengue, Zika, and both viruses are respectively where {γ i } i=d,z is the human recovery rate from disease i, and {β i } i=d,z is the mosquito to human transmission probability of disease i only per contact. Thus during a contact between a susceptible human and a mosquito with both viruses, the probability of the human getting infected by dengue, Zika, and both viruses are respectively
In this study, we assume the human population N h remains a constant.
Basic reproduction numbers
Relevant to the infection dynamics characteristics is the well-known dengue and Zika basic reproduction numbers, R d and R z , in a given region. The basic reproduction number is the average number of total infections generated by the introduction of a single infected individual into the population. These two basic reproduction numbers respectively measure the initial growth rates of dengue and Zika outbreaks. Calculations of the basic reproductive numbers can be done following the method described in [31] through multiple steps similar to those in [30] . We obtain that the basic reproduction number of system (1)- (2) is R 0 = max{R d , R z }, where
are respectively the dengue and Zika basic reproduction numbers. Thus there will be no outbreak if R 0 < 1, and there will be outbreaks of dengue or Zika if the corresponding basic reproduction number exceeds 1.
A dengue vaccination will change the above basic reproduction numbers to the socalled control reproduction numbers, denoted by R P v d and R P v z , respectively, where the upper index P v represents the effective vaccine coverage rate (the vaccine coverage times the vaccine efficacy). With an effective dengue vaccine coverage rate P v , the control reproduction numbers are
where κ is the ADE degree as described in the following section. Clearly, dengue vaccination reduces outbreak possibility of dengue since R
Parameter set up
As mentioned above, we use parameter κ to measure the ADE induced multiplication factor of the susceptibility to ZIKV. Thus in our model, the Zika infection force for people immunized to dengue is amplified by κ compared to the Zika infection force for people who have never had dengue infection or immunization, and κ > 1 [7, [25] [26] [27] . We assume that dengue immunity from natural infection and vaccination are immunologically identical, that is, both dengue-recovered and effectively dengue-vaccinated individuals are immune to dengue, and have the same degree of ADE for Zika infections. To what extent this assumption holds depends on the DENV serotype and the vaccine characteristics, and we will discuss this in the final section.
ADE and antibody-dependent neutralization (ADN) also exist among the four serotypes of dengue viruses, of which the multiplication factors of susceptibility have been studied and estimated using epidemiological data [7-9, 32, 33] . Although the ADE effect of dengue on Zika infection has been observed in cellular level experiments [25, 26, 34] , the actual ADE factor κ is difficult to be estimated from the experimental measurements [7] . So we adopt the parameter value κ estimated/assumed in the aforementioned dengue studies as κ ∈[ 0, 3], complemented by an intensive sensitivity analysis.
In our simulations, we fix the following parameter values: (1) the transmission probabilities from human to mosquito of both diseases are assumed as a constant value η d = η z = 0.5; (2) The human recovery rates from both diseases are fixed as
the total human population is fixed as N h = 100, 000, the recruitment rate of mosquito population is fixed as = 20, 000. Table 1 gives the overview of the parameter ranges and literatures from which they are cited. We vary the basic reproduction numbers R d from 1.2 to 3.2 and R z from 2 to 3 by adjusting values of β d and β z in credible ranges in agreements with those from [21, 35] . These basic reproduction number values are in broad agreement with previous dengue [21, 35] and Zika [21, [36] [37] [38] estimates.
When dengue vaccine is used, the initial values of the compartments S and R d are changed accordingly while the others remain unchanged. Specifically, we use the following initial values for system (1)- (2) for the scenario with no vaccination:
For the scenario when a percentage of P v human population is effectively covered by dengue vaccination at the onset of the outbreak, the initial conditions of compartments S and R d are modified asŜ(0)
while the other components remain unchanged.
Results

Potential impact of dengue vaccination on the final size of Zika infections
We denote the final size of Zika infections with and without dengue vaccination as Z a and Z b , respectively. Thus, the difference of the accumulated numbers of Zika infections with and without dengue vaccine is Z = Z a − Z b . We fix β z = 0.18 and κ = 2, and plot the variation of Z with respect to the effective dengue vaccine coverage rate P v in Fig. 2a for various β d values. When β d = 0.053, any level of dengue vaccine coverage will trigger increased Zika infections (i.e. Z > 0 for 0 < P v ≤ 1). For the cases of β d = 0.09 and β d = 0.165, we note that the plotted curve for the total number of Zika infections prevented from dengue vaccination (shown in Fig. 2a ) switches only once from negative to positive at P v = P c v . Therefore, P c v is the critical dengue vaccine coverage rate above which dengue vaccination increases Zika infections in the population, and we can numerically locate P * v , the optimal dengue vaccine coverage rate for the maximal reduction of Zika infections. Thus, 0, P c v can be regarded as a safe interval of effective dengue vaccine coverage for managing a Zika outbreak. 18. Therefore, for any pair of R d and R z , we can numerically determine the shape of Z curve with respect to P v and are able to show that the curve is either non-negative (as the red curve in Fig. 2a) or switches from being negative to positive only once (as the blue curves in Fig. 2a ). Numerical examples with various parameter sets are provided in Fig. 3 . Consequently, we can obtain the critical and optimal dengue vaccine coverage rates for a Zika outbreak for the cases as the blue curves in Fig. 2a . These simulations show that whether a dengue vaccine, in the presence of ADE, will increase the final size of Zika infections depends on the relative ratio of the two basic reproduction numbers R d and R z . This is shown in Fig. 2b when κ is fixed to be 2. In the blue area, the total number of Zika infections will be reduced when the (effective) vaccination rate P v is within a range up to P c v , exceeding which dengue vaccine will be counter-productive in terms of controlling Zika infections.
To gain insights about why dengue vaccination can reduce the final size of ZIKV infections, we notice that there are multiple pathways towards ZIKV infection in the presence of ADE when a dengue vaccine is used in the population. This is illustrated in Fig. 4 . The left panel of Fig. 4 shows the three pathways without dengue vaccine:
• In the scenario with dengue vaccination, we will regard Route 1A as the combination of Zika cases through both Route 1 and Added Route. Thus we can compare cases through Route 1A under dengue vaccination scenario with the cases through Route 1 under the scenario without vaccination.
A dengue vaccination program, while likely reducing the dengue control reproduction number R P v d , always increases the Zika control reproduction number R P v z . This is intuitively true and is clearly shown in the analytic formula. Therefore, the initial Zika growth rate is always increased due to ADE and this increases the number of Zika infections initially. Counter-intuitively, the total (accumulated) number of Zika infections by the end of an outbreak can be reduced after the dengue vaccine and due to ADE as shown in Fig. 5d . With an increase in R z after dengue vaccine and due to ADE, the accumulated number of humans infected with ZIKV could increase significantly through Route 1A compared with the case number through Route 1 without dengue vaccine, as shown in Fig. 5a . However, the accumulated number of Zika infections can also decrease significantly through Route 2 and/or Route 3 due to the proportional decrease of the susceptible populations who can get Zika infection through Route 2 and/or Route 3, as shown in Fig. 5b,c . Therefore, it is not hard to understand the area separation in Route 3 will decrease significantly, resulting a decrease in total ZIKV infections. We also perform sensitivity analysis of the Zika case numbers through Route 1A, Route 2, Route 3, and the total with respect to R d , R z , κ in Fig. 6 . It can be seen that the number of Zika infections through all three routes are very sensitive to these three parameters.
Optimizing dengue vaccination to reduce Zika infections
With the same ranges of R d and R z in Fig. 2b, Fig. 7b shows the counter plot of the critical effective dengue vaccine coverage rate versus R d and R z . It indicates that the critical value increases as R d increases or R z decreases. Similar results can be obtained for the optimal dengue vaccine coverage rate, as shown in Fig. 7a . It can be seen more clearly from Fig. 8 that if we fix R z , then the safe interval of the dengue vaccine coverage rate can be enlarged as R d increases. Correspondingly, the optimal dengue vaccine coverage rate can also be increased to minimize the accumulated number of Zika infections. For example, if we fix R z = 2, then the critical effective dengue vaccine coverage rate increases from 0 to 98% while the optimal dengue vaccine coverage rate increases from 0 to 70%. Past studies have estimated the Zika basic reproduction number to be 2.33 (95% CI 2.15-2.51) in French Polynesia [39] , 2.33 (95% CI 1.97-2.97) in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil [40] , [41] . The dengue basic reproduction number has also been estimated to be 2.93 (95% CI 1.89-5.47) in French Polynesia [42] , 2.32 (95% 2.07-2.60) in Brazil [42] , and 3.09 (95% CI 2.34-3.84) in Mexico [43] . With these estimated basic reproduction numbers in pair (basic reproduction number for Zika, and basic reproduction number in dengue that is certainly serotype-specific), we are able to estimate the optimal and critical effective dengue vaccine coverage rates for relevant regions with similar parameter ranges ranges. Figure 9 shows that our estimation of the optimal and critical effective vaccine coverage is robust with estimation or measurement errors of κ ∈[ 1.2, 2.5] and (R d , R z ) varying in small intervals around the above literature estimated values for Mexico, Brazil, and French Polynesia. We would like to point out that, due to the lack of information, we pick the values of (R d , R z ) for the three regions from different literatures where different estimation methodologies were applied. Our estimation for vaccination coverages depends highly on the quality of the estimated values of (R d , R z ), hence on the epidemiological study of the involved diseases or serotypes.
The case of antibody-dependent neutralization (ADN)
Our model also allows us to examine the case where κ < 1, the convalescent plasma following dengue infection can partially protect humans from being infected with Zika. We find that there may be two typical cases for the curve of Z with respect to P v as shown in Fig. 10 where κ = 0.7. Case (1): Dengue vaccine can always reduce the accumulated number of Zika infections; Case (2): Dengue vaccine increases the accumulated number of Zika infections when the dengue vaccine coverage rate is below a critical value (denoted by P c v ), while it can decrease the accumulated number of Zika infections when the dengue a b Fig. 7 Contour plots of the critical and optimal dengue vaccine coverage rates with respect to R d and R z . a Contour plot of the optimal dengue vaccine coverage rate. b Contour plot of the critical dengue vaccine coverage rate. Here κ = 2 vaccine coverage rate exceeds the critical value. In Fig. 10b , we plot the different regions corresponding to the two cases with the basic reproduction numbers varying in the same way as in Fig. 2b . Note that for case (1) vaccination against dengue is always beneficial to Zika, but for Case (2) the safe interval of the dengue vaccine coverage rate should be P c v , 1 .
Discussion
There is increasing evidence of immunological cross-reactivity between dengue and Zika viruses, which indicates that convalescent plasma following dengue infection can enhance the ZIKV infection. Through a conceptual mathematical model, we addressed the issue that vaccination against dengue may increase Zika infections in the presence of ADE. We found that under some conditions, dengue vaccination can reduce Zika infections. We computed explicitly the parameter ranges within which dengue vaccine increases or reduces Zika infections and examined how these results depend on the basic reproduction numbers of both diseases. In Fig. 2a , where three different values of β d were chosen while other parameters were fixed, we found two different types of impact of dengue vaccination: it either always increases Zika infections, or can reduce Zika infections when the vaccine coverage rate is in a safe interval. We illustrated in Fig. 2b that our models enable us to determine which scenario can occur when R d varies between 1.2 and 3.2 while R z varies from 2 to 3.
The optimal and critical effective dengue vaccine coverage rates can be calculated through numerical simulations for regions where both R d and R z can be estimated. Figure 7 gives the dengue vaccine isoclines, panel (a) for optimal and panel (b) for critical rates. This clearly shows that in the regions with similar dengue epidemics (same R d ), the higher the R z the smaller the optimal dengue vaccine coverage rate; and in the regions with similar Zika epidemics (same R z ), the higher the R d the higher the optimal dengue vaccine coverage rate. For example, in the area with the pair of basic reproduction numbers (R d , R z ) near (3.09, 2.1), (2.32, 2.33) and (2.93, 2.33), the optimal and critical effective dengue vaccine coverage rates are (73.6%, 99%), (51.4%, 88.2%), and (68.2%, 97.6%), respectively. If we use the efficacy of the dengue vaccine 71.6 and 76.9% for serotypes 3 and 4, 54.7 and 43.0% for serotypes 1 and 2 previously reported [44] , then the optimal effective vaccine coverage for the regions with the aforementioned basic reproduction number pairs (for Dengue and for Zika) can be achieved. Our analysis shows that if the dengue vaccine efficacy is less than 90%, high dengue vaccination coverage in these regions contribute to the control of Zika. This result, in the aspect of potential dengue vaccination impacts on Zika outbreaks, reconciles the WHO's former position on the use of the vaccine "for highly endemic areas" [45] . We are aware that WHO has revised its position for a given vaccine product given the updated data from the tetravalent dengue a b Fig. 9 Sensitivity analysis on optimal and critical vaccine coverages. a optimal vaccine coverage rate; b critical vaccine coverage rate. For each country shown in the figure, we sample the ADE factor κ in a large range of [ vaccine producer, but we are also aware there are other potential competitive vaccine products and our model analysis can be reproduced once the efficacy of these vaccine products becomes available. The sensitivity analysis, illustrated in Fig. 9 , shows that the optimal and critical dengue vaccine coverage rates are robust to uncertainty and estimation errors of dengue and Zika epidemic characteristics, and to the assumed ADE level (κ). This study thus shows the promise of an integrative dengue-Zika control strategy in dengue epidemic regions with access to dengue vaccine and immunization. In the presence of antibody-dependent enhancement, caution has to be exercised to optimally design the dengue vaccine program with an appropriate coverage that can reduce the final size of Zika infections. Our study shows this optimal program is feasible.
We also investigated the impact of dengue vaccine on Zika infections if the convalescent plasma following dengue infection partially protects human from being infected by ZIKV (when κ < 1). We concluded in Fig. 10 that the variation of Z with respect to P v becomes different than the case of κ > 1. We found that in the case of κ = 0.7, dengue immunization can either reduce total Zika cases regardless of vaccination coverage, or boost Zika cases with small coverages but reduce Zika cases with large coverages. Dengue vaccination becomes beneficial at any coverage level when R z is larger than R d to some extent.
Limitations
It has been shown that naturally-acquired dengue infection against a single serotype can be incomplete, resulting in individuals being infected multiple times by the same serotype [46, 47] . To incorporate this incomplete and/or waning natural protection, we will need to modify our model setup to allow recovered individuals from dengue infection to become partially susceptible to dengue infection, in addition to enhanced susceptibility to Zika infection. Should new evidence arise to indicate the difference of dengue immunity from natural infection and vaccination, our model parameters need to be modified by incorporating two different κ. The qualitative conclusion should remain since our sensitivity analysis indicates the robustness of our conclusion with respect to the change of κ, but accurate optimal and critical vaccine rates may be slightly changed.
Our model captures some important aspects of dengue and Zika transmission to address the impact of dengue vaccine usage on Zika infections in a homogeneous population within a single season and in a setting only one dengue serotype is involved. This conceptual model provides a basis for future studies to incorporate other important epidemiological characteristics such as different serotypes of dengue, asymptomatic infection, generation time of secondary Zika/Dengue infections, sexually transmission of ZIKV, and variation in transmission potential and severity (and hence risk, and costbenefit) for different age/gender groups [48] . Seasonal factors can and should also be incorporated to allow temporal variation of transmission parameters to address more logistic vaccination program design that must consider risk differentiation by gender, age and other demographic characteristics [10] . To examine the long term impact of dengue vaccine on Zika transmission, we should also consider the issue whether dengue vaccine offers only short-term protection (and hence ADE), which can be modelled by allowing recovery to the dengue-susceptible populations. Finally, in view of the recent study [49] on bidirectional ADE impact between dengue and Zika, and the substantial global efforts towards Zika vaccine development, our model should be modified by further stratification of the vector and human populations and additional cost-benefit analyses to inform "long-term high prioritisation and adequate resources" [50] .
Conclusions
In this paper, we evaluate the impact of dengue vaccination on Zika infection dynamics through a conceptual mathematical coinfection dynamics model. We show that an appropriately designed and optimized dengue vaccine usage plan can not only help control the dengue spread but also, counter-intuitively, reduce Zika infections. We also identify optimal dengue vaccination coverages for controlling dengue and simultaneously reducing Zika infections, as well as the critical coverages exceeding which dengue vaccination will increase Zika infections. This study shows the promise of an integrative dengue-Zika control strategy in dengue epidemic regions with access to dengue vaccine, the mathematical model provides the first step towards well-designed regional and global vector-borne disease immunization programs. 
